
      Much of what we have come to know and understand about the world we live in, our reality 
as it were, has revolved around dimensional aspects of time and space we readily observe that 
differentiates human consciousness from the consciousness of lower animals and some would 
say, vegetable and mineral kingdoms as well.  This common understanding is based on a 
tri-level platform -- or triation -- that resembles a 3-D tic-tac-toe schematic.  
     Let us say, on one side we place TIME….and running down one side we place SPACE. 
And then let us fill in some of what we traditionally understand about these aspects of reality: 
 
                                                                                                                TIME 
  
                                                                                   PAST               PRESENT              FUTURE 
 
                                     SPACE 
 
                                (1 dimension)        POINT 
 
                                (2 dimensions)      LINE 
 
                                (3 dimensions)      PLANE 
 
 
     So far pretty simple.  But now, let us place a diagonal to relate time and space in the 
traditionally accepted divisions of human activity.   It too contains 3 aspects,  MIND, BODY and 
SPIRIT which overlap in many respects.  But generally...  
      MIND brings into play memory, reason, analysis, decision-making and other sub-conscious 
mental governings of past experience. 
      BODY recognizes self-consciousness and the here-and-now instinctual, sensory, 
environmental aspects of the material world in which we conduct our daily lives.  
     And soul or SPIRIT tunes into our unconscious -- all those aspects of intuition, creativity and 
revelatory future projections seen in dreams, visions, and out-of-body (exosoma) transcendent 
experiences.  
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   But -- just to bring you up to date -- this set-up doesn’t quite work in the ‘now’ world of 
quantum physics.  Traditional quantum theory proposes that present reality only shows up when 
there is an observer present.  Otherwise it exists only as possibility.  In effect, the observer, (a 
person, or a person observing a machine validating the observation) having consciousness -- 
brings into actuality -- into reality -- the event or action.  
     It doesn’t become an event, or action, unless observation and measurement places it in 
space and time -- a sentient framework.  Until it does, it is merely a figment of one’s imagination, 
so to speak.  A possibility, leading to a probability, but not yet an actuality, a tangible reality -- 
which can only happen with observable confirmation.  
 
                                                                                                            TIME 
  
                                                                                 PAST               PRESENT              FUTURE 
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                    (1 dim.)            POSSIBILITY              MIND 
  
                    (2 dims.)          PROBABILITY                              UNOBSERVABLE BODY 
                                                                                                                to 
                    (3 dims.)            REALITY                                      OBSERVABLE BODY 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...  
                   (4+ dims.)  
                                            EXOSPHERE                                                                        SPIRIT  
 
    (Notice I’ve taken this concept one step further into the future through 4th, 5th, 6th... etc. 
dimensions.  As we get further along into quantum realms, it may be entirely possible to travel to 
future dimensions leaving behind both our minds and our bodies -- travelling through space and 
time at lightspeed entirely by spirit…. and by “spirit” or “soul” I mean a cosmic teleportation of 
“cloud” information, DNA sequencing, quantum coding, nano technology and so forth.  In other 
words, a kind of transfiguration whereby a computer-based consciousness reconstructs, in a 
future dimension, one’s past life.  In this way, present reality as we know it, becomes eternal 
and we relive it in an infinite state of being.  Don’t hold your breath.) 
    But getting back to the reality at hand... 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  
    ...Let’s go back to the previous chart.  All possibilities exist in our own mind -- all the possible 
outcomes of having directed our free will are stored there.  We often tell ourselves, “if only I did 
this or that, the outcome would have been this or that.”  But we know that can never be 
possible, for time has passed, and that passage in some way, however small, alters the 
equation.  Whatever we decided is stored in our memory.  We, and no one else, are the 
caretakers of our memory, our one-dimensional past.  And yes, we are entirely captive to the 
choices we have made in the past. The instant a decision is made, we own it, it becomes our 
reality.  For good or ill.  Forever. 
    So let us leave our pasts for the moment -- which we can’t do anything about -- and dwell in 
the present which we can do, theoretically at least, everything about. 
    Q/A suggests that what we experience in the present, present reality as it were, actually 
contains two dimensions:  one within our bodies, the other sensing the immediate environment 
surrounding our bodies.  And so we have an internal dimension of neurological, emotional and 
physiological pathways to the brain and a sensory dimension -- what we see, hear, touch, taste 
and smell -- sending that data to the appropriate pathway which carries it instantaneously to the 
brain.  Each dimension works in conjunction with the other -- and both are necessary for life to 
flourish.   And curiously, both dimensions can be upped to a higher level in exactly the same 
way.   In other words, both on a subatomic level and a corporal level a two-dimensional world of 
probability can become three-dimensionally ‘real’ with the added dimension of -- not our own 
observation -- but an independent outside observer’s validation.  
    This is an important distinction in understanding quantum theory and Q/A.  It says essentially 
that we can never be the judge of our own observations, for they will always be colored by our 
expectations and biases.  We can choose any probable outcome from millions of possibilities 
available to us and always be wrong.  What is needed is some confirmation that we are right. 
And that confirmation need come from somewhere other than our own minds. 
    What Q/A is further suggesting is that this act of outside intervention adds a beneficial 
dimension -- from a two-dimensional probability into a three-dimensional life form.  It literally 
“brings to life” an action or event by having outside measurement, validation and reporting.  In 
other words, it brings forth the mind of the past into the real world of the present; it makes the 
possible the probable, the probable a living, breathing, actuality. 
    Merely observing the action or event changes the outcome, whether it be on a subatomic 
quantum scale, such as photons independently changing from particles to waves or waves to 
particles that we have presently no answer for -- or on a much larger scale, a human awareness 
scale -- as when a codon of amino acids produces another link on a DNA molecular protein 
chain within the nucleus of a cell observed through a microscope. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
   That division of reality -- that which can be observed from that which is only in a possibility 
state -- fulfills the requirement of a three-dimensional reality we are all used to.  It is not a trick of 
the eye, say, to innately understand that a door is a solid barrier if it is closed, yet also 
understand it is a portal one can pass through once opened.  One position you can pass 
through, one you can’t.  It doesn’t take the eye and brain but a split second to determine what is 
what.  But you would have to think twice if the ‘opened’ door turned out to be a trompe l'oeil a 
clever artist painted on a wall.  So until you observe the door to be a “fake” -- a mere 
two-dimensional representation of a “real’ door -- you run the risk of confusing one dimension 
for another.  And yes, the result would be the same, door or wall, you would receive a bloodied 
nose running into it at full speed without considering its true positional nature. 
    What traditional quantum theory has done is allow us to consider other further dimensions of 
space and time as valid, even necessary to understanding unobserved but “spooky” parts of 
physics that have confounded scientists for centuries.   Quantum Agnostics would not be 
possible without this understanding, for it chooses to bring into play the unseen infinitely small -- 
the Quantum part... and the unseen infinitely large -- the Agnostic part -- a universal spiritual or 
cosmic consciousness so far unobserved and scientifically ridiculed.  It is, humbly, in some ways 
a theory of everything;  the elusive TOE just beyond Einstein’s grasp. 
     (We will still consider, as one co-entity -- BODY -- which takes into account not only the 
sensory, neurological and somatic features that house our skin and bones, but the tangible, 
material world immediately surrounding us, enveloping us, that distinguishes me from you and 
me from all other environmental things affecting me -- the self-conscious part of reality.  Similar 
to quantum theory, Q/A places our interior bodily mechanisms into a 2nd dimension, and all 
things outside of that housing into a 3rd dimension.  The 3rd dimension, however, only becomes 
“real” once all possibilities by our senses is instantaneously observed as probability by our mind. 
In this way Q/A borrows heavily from prevailing quantum mechanics theory. So saying, 
however, Q/A chooses to place this 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional quandary back into its own 
Pandora’s/  Schrodinger’s box for the moment -- still theory, not fully brought forth as scientific 
fact.)  
    Therefore, let us propose that yet another dimension of consciousness -- be it the 3rd or 4th 
or whatever dimension -- exists in dreams and other unconscious states we find ourselves in the 
unbridled and unrealized world of imagination, or supernatural and transcendental belief, that 
often augers the future.  A spiritual venue that exists beyond reality as we know it, yet is to 
some as “real” as the certitude of life itself.  The argument would seem to be, if it is so ethriel, so 
intangible and supernatural in terms we can neither fully comprehend nor verbally express, how 
do we know that this spiritual dimension or revelatory experience, whatever it is, truly exists?  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
    And for this we have a word: faith.  We place our faith in the unknown powers of the universe. 
And this cosmic conscious dimension, which Q/A names the EXOSPHERE  (beyond sphere) 
exists in boundless, limitless, immeasurable space.   No observer experiments, no quantum 
mechanical measurements can be taken of this venue.   And yet we know it exists because 
throughout the record of human achievement it has been noted time and time again as existing 
as “visions”, “prophesies”, “miracles”, “ecstasies.”  It exists because the human animal needs 
external supernatural support for its doubts and fears of the unknown; its depression over 
mortality, its eternal search for the yet undiscovered.  And this unconscious fourth dimension, I 
submit, is in every way equal to the other three dimensions of consciousness previously 
discussed.  
   In truth, the soul or spirit of the human being is the raison d’etre which distinguishes it from 
lower animal life forms and all other living things.  Its existence is real because its purpose is 
real:  without soul, or spirit, the human animal is stripped of not only self-awareness but the 
history of its humanity and legacy of past achievement and worth.  It becomes a sentientless 
creature, without purpose or design but to procreate and survive, leaving no lasting intelligence 
to witness and record its part in the infinitely glorious history of existence. 
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